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509-6X Series Smart LevelTM Transmitter
SECTION 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 System
Description

The instructions in this manual are for the Drexelbrook 509-6XXXX Series SLT(SmartLevelTransmitter) for level measurement in liquids, slurries, interfaces and granulars.
CAUTION-TDC3000 Users-DE Mode only
When a transmitter is connected in the DE (Digitally Enhanced) all digital mode, it must be replaced by a transmitter
that is configured from the SFC3 Smart Field Communicator.
Certain data fields of newer multi-PV smart transmitter are
not accepted by the TDC3000 and therefore cannot be downloaded into the replacement transmitter. When a download
to a replacement transmitter is made from the TDC, only
certain fields are downloaded such as PV1, URV, and LRV.
Other database items that may exist in the PV2 databases,
{POINT CAL} and {CAPACITANCE CAL} values will not be
there. It is recommended that a copy of the configuration
values be written down and downloaded from the SFC3.
Each Drexelbrook 509-6X-XXX system consists of an SLT(4091100) series two-wire, 4-20 mA electronic unit and a 700 Series
sensing element (probe). A 380-Series connecting cable is also
supplied for connection of the sensing element to the electronic
unit.
The 509-6X-XXX is an admittance-to-current transducer. A
change in level produces a change in admittance which results in
a change of current. It is termed a two-wire transmitter because
the same two wires that are used to power the unit also indicate
the change in level (4-20 mA). See Figure 1-1.

1.2 Models Available

The system model numbers indicate the application where they
most often will be used:
509-65-X: conducting liquids.
509-66-X: liquid/liquid interfaces.
509-67-X: insulating liquids.
509-69-X: granular solids.
The final digits in the system model number refer to the type of
700-Series sensing element.

1.2.1 Electronic
Chassis

The following is a partial list of the various SLT (409-1100)
Series chassis models available:
409-1100-1  Basic electronic unit intended for use with
insulating materials, interfaces, and semi-conducting
granulars.
409-1130-1  Basic electronic unit internally connected
for use with conductive materials and certain insulating
granulars.
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1.2.2 Electronic Unit
in Housing

The standard SLT (409-1100) series electronic units are
mounted in a NEMA 4X housing. A 1 in the last position of the
electronic unit number indicates chassis only, no housing. Example, 409-11XX-X1 means chassis only. The standard electronic
unit in a NEMA 4X housing (409-11XX-XX7) meets the following
NEMA classifications:
NEMA 4X Waterproof/Corrosion Resistant.
The standard electronic unit mounted in the optional explosionproof
housing (409-11XX-XX4) meets the following conditions:
NEMA 7 Explosionproof FM and CSA Approved for
CI.I Gr. C & D, CI.II Gr. E, F, & G CI. III.

1.2.3 Sensing
Elements

The following sensing elements are most often recommended with
a 509-6X-XXX system according to the application requirements.
See Section 1.3.3 for detailed specifications. This listing does not
include all of the sensing elements available with the 509-6X-XXX
series system. For identification, the last digits of the sensing
element model number are stamped into the mounting gland.
Contact the factory or your local representative if additional information is required.
700-1-22  Rigid sensing element for waterlike
conducting liquids.
700-1-24  Concentric shield sensing element for
waterllike insulating liquids.
700-1-34  Caged sensing element for thick,
insulating liquids.
700-2-24  Rigid sensing element for low viscosity, conducting liquids.
700-2-27  Rigid sensing element for interface
measurement that include ketones and esters.
700-2-37  Rigid sensing element with a lower
resistivity limit for interface measurements and
thick, conducting liquids.
700-2-57  Heavy-duty, rigid sensing element for
most conducing liquid and interface measurements.
700-5-18  Flexible sensing element for agitated
conducting liquids and for granulars.
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700-5-19  Heavy-duty, flexible sensing element for highly abrasive mineral granulars.
700-202-23  Rigid 3-terminal sensing element
for short range spans in insulating liquids and
granulars.
700-5-54  Flexible sensing element for longer
insertion lengths in waterlike conducting liquids.
700-205-78  Flexible sensing element with
slack adjuster for insulating liquids and
granulars.
1.2.4 Connecting
Cables

The electronic unit and sensing element are connected by a
three-terminal coaxial cable. Drexelbrook cables are available
in:
General Purpose: 380-XXX-12
High Temperature: 380-XXX-11
Composite: 380-XXX-18
(first 10 feet high temperature)
The XXX in the model number indicates the length of the cable
in feet. 25 feet is standard (e.g., 380-025-12), but longer and
shorter lengths are available. Cable can also be purchased in
bulk lengths with termination kits. Consult factory for maximum
recommended lengths per specific application.

1.2.5 Smart Field
Communicator

The Smart Field Communicator (SFC) is a rugged, portable
communication device for use with SLT transmitter. It can be
used to set ranges, calibration functions, set and change parameters. Also, it reads the span, configuration, ID of the connected
transmitter, the transmitters tag number, transmitters type, and
status of the transmitter.
The SFC is a hand-held unit that has a 2-line by 16-character
liquid crystal display (LCD) and a keypad. The LCD display
provides prompts and displays values, keypad input, status, and
alarms. Through the SFCs keypad, the parameters and characteristics of each SLT transmitter can be viewed and changed.
Note: The SFC that is used to calibrate the SLT must be
one of the new models (Model SFCIII or later). Earlier
versions will not recognize the SLT when the ID is requested.
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1.3 Technical
Specifications

A.

Power requirement: 10.8 to 50 VDC (For intrinsic safety,
see N below.)

1.3.1 Transmitter

B.

Input range: 409-1100: 1.5 to 15,000 pF

C.

Output range: 4-20 mA, R100/200, DE

D.

Accuracy of Range: ± .25% of range. Accuracy includes
the combined effects of linearity, hysteresis, and repeatability. It refers to the transmitter only and is measured at
reference conditions of 25 degrees C ±1°, 10-55% R.H.
and 24 ±1.2 Vdc, using an admittance standard (applied
to the transmitter sensor terminals) in place of the sensor.

E.

Load resistance: See following graph.

F.

Temperature effect: ±1% or range per 50°F (30°C).

G.

Supply voltage effect: <.1% from 10.8 to 50 VDC.

H.

Effect of load resistant: <.1% for full resistance range at
24 VDC supply.

I.

Response to Step Change: 1 second standard (to 90% of
final value); 1-30 seconds available with delay in 1-second
steps.

J.

Fail-Safe: Field adjustable. Low-Level Fail-Safe (LLFS)
standard. Also called direct-acting because current
increases as the level increases. High-level Fail-Safe
(HLFS). Also called reverse-acting because current
decreases as level increases.
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Note: THERE ARE NO DEVICES THAT ARE ABSOLUTELY fail-safe. Fail-safe means that in the event of
the most probable failures, the instruments will fail safely.
Most probable failures means such things as loss of
power and most transistor and component failures. If your
application needs absolute fail-safe, a back-up instrument
should be installed.

1.3.2 Three-Terminal
Cable

K.

Ambient temperature: -40°F to +185°F (-40°C to 85°C)
at 24 VDC.

L.

Calibration Adjustments: Step Span, 8 positions (be
low chassis front panel)

M.

Lowest permitted resistance (bare sensing element to
ground) causing 5% error in each model:
600 ohms - 409-1100
100K ohms - 409-1130

N.

Intrinsic Safety: Sensing element and cable: Intrinsically safe for Class I groups A, B, C and D; Class II
groups E, F, and G, (Div. 1 and 2). Electronics and
signal wires: Intrinsically safe for Class I Groups C
and D, Class II Groups E, F and G (Div. 1) when
powered by an intrinsically safe power supply. Nonincendive for Class I Groups A, B, C, and D; Class II
Groups E, F, and G (Div. 2).

O.

Sensor Cable Length: 150 feet maximum.

P.

RFI Protection: Inherent with unit against standard
walkie-talkie interference; 5 foot standard distance
with proper installation.

A.

General Purpose 380-XXX-12: .51" (13mm) OD at
largest point, 160°F (70°C) temperature limit.

B.

Composite Cable (first 10 feet high temperature) 380XXX-18: .62" (16mm) OD at largest point, 450°F
(230°C) temperature limit for first 10 feet. 160°F
(70°C) temperature limit for remainder.

C.

High Temperature Cable 380-XXX-11: .51" (13mm)
OD at largest point, 450°F (230°C) temperature limit.
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1.3.3 Sensing Elements
Sensing

Typical
Application
Reference Type
Number
509-

Sensing
Standard
OD and
Temperature & Element
Element
Material of
Standard Pressure Limits
Model
Construction Mounting

0065-X09

Water-like
conductive
liquids

700-1-22

TFE-covered
rod

Rod 3/8" OD
3/4" NPT

100oF @ 1000 PSI
300oF @ 500 PSI

0067-X06

Concentric
water-like
insulating
liquids

700-1-24

Concentric Shield
316 SS

Concentric
Shield
1.66" OD
1 1/2" NPT

100oF @ 1000 PSI
300oF @ 500 PSI

0065-X07

Low viscosity
conducting
liquids

700-2-24

TFE-covered
rod

Rod 3/4" OD
3/4" NPT

100oF @ 1000 PSI
450oF @ 500 PSI

0066-X02

Interface
700-2-27
of liquids
containing ketones
and esters

FEP-covered
rod

Rod
.56" OD
3/4" NPT

100oF @ 1000 PSI
300oF @ 500 PSI

0065-X05

Thick
conducting
liquids

700-2-37

“X”*-covered
rod

Rod
.54" OD
3/4" NPT

100oF @ 1000 PSI
250oF @ 500 PSI

006X-X06

Conducting
liquids and
interfaces

700-2-57

“X”*-covered
rod

Rod
.84" OD
1" NPT

100oF @ 1000 PSI
250oF @ 500 PSI

0066-713
0069-720

Agitated
conducting
liquids and
granulars

700-5-18

“X”*-covered
cable

Cable
5/16" OD
3/4" NPT

100oF @ 1000 PSI
250oF @ 500 PSI

0067-X25

Long lengths
of conducting
liquids

700-5-54

PFA-covered
cable

Cable
.093" OD
3/4" NPT

100oF @ 1000 PSI
300oF @ 500 PSI

0069-701
0067-714

Insulating
liquids and
granulars

700-205-78

“X”* covered
cable

Cable
5/16" OD
1" NPT

250oF @ 5 PSI

*“X” is a fluorocarbon-type insulation
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SECTION 2 - INSTALLATION
2.1 Unpacking

Carefully remove the contents of the carton and check each item
against the packing list before destroying any packing material. If
there is any shortage or damage, report it immediately to the
factory.

2.2 Mounting the
Electronics

The SLT (409-1100) Series system was designed for field
mounting, but it should be mounted in a location as free as
possible from vibration, corrosive atmospheres, and any possibility of mechanical damage. For convenience at start-up,
mount the instrument in a reasonably accessible location.
Ambient temperatures should be between -40°F and 185°F
(-40°C and 85°C). See Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1
SLT Mounting Dimensions
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2.3 Mounting the
Sensing Element

The mounting location for the sensing element (probe) is often
determined by whether there is a suitable location inside a vessel;
in this case, an external side arm or stilling well can be considered.
To ensure proper operation, use the following sensing element
mounting and installation instructions:

2.4 Wiring the
Electronic Unit

A.

In applications requiring an insulated sensing element, use
particular care during installation. There is always the
danger of puncturing the insulating sheath, especially with
the thin-walled, high saturation capacitance probes.

B.

Sensing elements should be mounted in such as manner
that they are not in the direct stream of a filling nozzle or
chute. If this is not possible, a deflecting baffle should be
installed between the probe and the fill.

C.

Do not take the sensing element apart or loosen the packing glands.

D.

Tighten the sensing element with the wrench flats nearest
the mounting threads.

The signal connections are made to the five terminal block on
the front of the chassis. Due to the low power consumption of the
instrument, the wiring need only be light gauge (e.g. 20 AWG).
See Figure 2-2 for proper connections. Twisted shielded pair
cables are recommended for lengths over 200 feet.
The cable from the sensing element is connected to the black, five
terminal strip on the right side of the instrument chassis. See
Figure 2-2. The cable connections are probe (Prb or Center
Wire), ground (Gnd), shield (Shd) and Pad (Pad).
Only coaxial cables supplied by Drexelbrook Engineering Company should be used to connect the transmitter to the sensing
element. Use of other cables can result in unstable calibration.
CAUTION
Before using Intrinsic Safety Barriers, read the
manufacturers instruction for barrier operation.
The 409-1100 has a built-in current limiter which holds the
signal current to a maximum of 28 mA. Make sure that the voltage
applied to the barrier will not exceed the barrier voltage rating, if
barriers are use
8
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Figure 2-2
SLT Wiring Connections
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2.5 Sensing Element
Connections

The cable connections to the sensing element are shown in
Figures 2-3A and 2-3B. Do not connect the cable to the sensing
element until after the sensor has been installed in the vessel and
the condulet housing has been secured. If the probe does not
have a shield connection, (the most common condition) be sure to
clip and/or tape the shield wire at the probe end of the cable.

Figure 2-3A
Three-Terminal Cable Connections
to Two-Terminal Sensing Element
If spark protection is supplied (for special applications, consult
factory), use the following instructions for installing the spark
protector in the sensing element condulet: (See Figure 2-4.)
A.

Attach the mounting link on the spark protector to the
probe center connection screw.
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Figure 2-3B
Three Terminal Cable Connections
to Three-Terminal Sensing Element

Figure 2-4
Typical Spark Protection
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B.

Connect the green wire from the spark protector to the
ground screw.

C.

Feed the cable into the condulet.

D.

Connect the cable center wire (CW) to the spark protector
and the ground wire (gnd) to the ground screw a shown.

E.

Connect the shield wire to the Cote-Shield terminal (SH).*

*For sensing elements that do not have shield connections, clip
the shield wire as shown in Figure 2-4.
2.6 Connecting the
SFC Communicator

The SFC connects to the SLT transmitter through a pair of wires
with alligator clips on the ends. The SFC communications terminal end of the wires has a stereo phone jack connection that is
inserted into the communications terminal. The other end of the
wires is clipped onto terminals directly to the transmitter. The red
SFC lead connects directly to the positive terminal of the transmitter, the black lead to the negative terminal. Figure 2-5 shows the
SFC connected to a control system.

2.7 Intrinsic Safety
Barriers

A single barrier installation is usually rated for operation at
24-26V with a maximum of 80 mA. The barrier will typically start
limiting the current at 26 mA. Drexelbrook recommends that a
current-limiting, rather than a trip-type barrier be used in the installation. The reason for this approach is that a trip-type barrier must
be reset by breaking the loop power to reset the barrier. The
inadvertent tripping often occurs during calibration. This condition
does not occur with a current-limiting style barrier.
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Figure 2-5
SFC Connection in a Distributed Control System
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SECTION 3 CONFIGURATION
and CALIBRATION

Calibration of the SLT is divided into two parts: configuration
and calibration. Configuration involves downloading information to the SLT that is specific to the application and vessel that is
being measured. Calibration is accomplished after the configuration information is entered. This section provides a quick method
of configuration and calibration, detailed procedures, and configuration menu and flow diagrams.
To begin configuration, refer to Figure 3-1. Identify these parameters in your application and make notations that will aid the
configuration process. Many of the parameters are interdependent. For example, PV1 (level) is related to PV2 (volume) through
the {VESSEL CONF} menu. Table 3-2 provides definitions for the
configuration terms. Review the list to identify the application
parameters and their relationship to SLT configuration.

Figure 3-1
Identifying Configuration Terms
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3.1 Step Span Control

The first step in configuration is to identify the span range position
of the instrument. There is one user control under the chassis front
panel: Step Span control. The Step Span control provides continuous adjustment of the change in capacitance required to
produce full scale current. Each Step Span position advances the
range in inches or feet to approximately three times the previous
setting. It is usually preset at the factory according to the transmitter application. Do not change a factory setting unless directed to
do so in calibration or troubleshooting. Table 3-1 gives the span
range position for a number of common sensing elements and
range of measurement.

3.2 Smart Field
Communicator

Configuration of the SLT is accomplished using the
Honeywell Smart Field Communicator. (SFCIII...STS103 or
later). Consult the SFC Operating Guide for proper operation.
The user should be thoroughly familiar with this Guide to configure
the SLT using the SFCIII. Applicable sections of the STS103
Operating Guide* are located in Appendix 1.
By pressing the keys on the membrane keyboard, information is
entered and displayed on the 2-line LCD display. Configuration
information is processed through hierarchical commands that
prompt the user with the sequence necessary for the SLT to
compute the process variable and display output functions. For
example, the different program menus include:
Level Configuration
Vessel Configuration
Input Level
Point Level Calibration
Capacitance Calibration
Output Assignment
User Tables
Initiate Data Recovery
Serial Number
Save/Restore
The program menus and flow diagrams for the different configuration functions are provided in Section 3.9.

3.2.1 Analog/DE Mode

Communication between the SLT transmitter and SFC handheld device is in the R100/R200 mode by default. If the system
uses a Honeywell TDC3000, set the communication to DE
mode using the [SHIFT] [A<->DE] keys. A user prompt will
confirm the request.
*Reprinted with permission from Honeywell Inc.
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3.3 Tag ID
Scratchpad

To name or identify the unit other than with the Tag ID, use the 8
character scratchpad. The alphanumerical entry is made after the
trips are secured.

3.4 Direct or
Reverse-Acting
Output

A direct-acting transmitter is configured with low level at
4mA and high level at 20 mA. A reverse-acting transmitter
is configured with low level at 20 mA and high level at
4 mA. Refer to Figure 3-2.
Use the {POINT LEVEL CAL} or {CAPACITANCE CAL}
menu to formulate the process for a direct or reverseacting output. Follow the example in Figure 3-2.
a. Span Switch setting = 8 in this example.
b. Go to {CAPACITANCE CAL}

c. Direct-Acting
{LOW CAL LEVEL}=
0 ft.
{LOW CAL CAPAC}=
0 pf
{UPPER CAL LEVEL}= 100 ft.
{UPPER CAL CAPAC}=15,000pf

Reverse-Acting
0 ft.
15,000 pf
100 ft.
0 pf

Figure 3-2
Example of a Direct or Reverse Acting Output
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SLT SPAN SETTING CHART
PROBE LENGTH vs. SPAN POSITION NUMBER/MAXIMUM pF
SWITCH POSITION
MAX pF
SYSTEM

1
10

SENSOR

2
20

3
45

4
150

5
500

6
7
1600 5000

8
15000

MAXIMUM PROBE LENGTH IN FEET

CONDUCTING LIQUIDS
506-65-709
700-1-22
509-65-725
700-5-54
509-65-706
700-2-57
509-65-713
700-5-18
509-65-707
700-2-24
509-65-705
700-2-37
509-67-706
700-1-24
509-65-30
700-1-62

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.6
2.9
N/A
N/A
2.3
N/A
1.6
1.6

6.0
10.2
1.3
1.6
8.6
N/A
5.9
5.9

19.8
33.1
4.3
5.7
20.0
N/A
19.5
19.5

N/A
104.0
13.8
18.3
N/A
2.0
20.0
20.0

N/A
312.3
20.0
55.3
N/A
6.1
N/A
N/A

INTERFACE APPLICATION
509-66-706
700-2-57
509-66-702
700-2-27
509-66-704
700-2-37

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

1.2
1.2
N/A

4.3
3.9
N/A

13.7
12.4
2.0

20.0
20.0
6.1

INSULATING K = 1.5-5
509-67-706
700-1-24
700-1-22
700-5-54
700-2-57
700-5-18
700-2-24
700-2-27
700-2-37

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
2.8
3.5
N/A
N/A
1.7
1.5
1.4

3.9
12.1
12.5
5.4
5.7
9.0
7.5
7.5

13.9
20.0
43.7
20.0
28.8
14.0
12.0
13.0

20.0
N/A
141.5
N/A
101.1
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
444.0
N/A
324.8
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Table 3-1
SLT Span Setting Chart
Table 3-2 lists common definitions used in configuration of the SLT.
Table 3-3 lists the general configuration conventions.
Table 3-4 lists the pre-configured engineering units.
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Table 3-2 Definition of Configuration Terms
Capacitance

Calibration

The process of calibration using capacitance values instead of
actual level.
The capacitance values (measured in pico-farads)
may be calculated or the values can be obtained from a previous
calibration.
A complete calibration (2 points) may consist of a
combination of capacitance calibration and point calibration.

Elevation

Level in units of distance (typically in distance above or below
sea level) that relates to the bottom of the vessel.
Usually used
only in water measurements where level above or below sea level
are important.
The value entered is stored in the transmitter for
use by a TDC3000 which will add that value to the level
measurement.
The default value = 0.0.

LRV

Lower Range Value of
analog
transmitters.

Maximum

Point

Level

Calibration

control

loop.

LRV=0%output=4mA

in

The distance from the bottom of the vessel or zero level to the full
vessel level.
Maximum level is always expressed in units of
distance, e.g. inches, feet, meters, etc.
Level is PV1.
Maximum Level=Upper Range Limit (URL).
The process of calibration using actual level to calibrate the SLT.
This method is always in units of length. A complete calibration
(2 points) may consist of a combination of capacitance
calibration and point calibration.

PV1

Process variable relating to level.
It is expressed in units of
distance such as inches, feet, and meters.
The transmitter can
be calibrated in one unit and may be viewed in a different unit by
the SFC where the SFC does a units conversion.

PV2

Second process variable produced by the SLT transmitter.
It
could be in terms of volume, weight, or flow that corresponds to a
given level.
For example, a PV1 of 3.2 feet may correspond to a
PV2 of 1403 gallons.
Note: PV2 can be
the analog output using {Output Assignment} selection in Level
Configuration
menu.

URV

Upper Range Value of
for analog transmitter.

URL

Upper

Range

Limit.

control

loop.

URL=Maximum

URV=100%

output=20mA

Level.

Switch

Position

Switch position refers to the position of the range (span) switch
under the snap plug on the surface of the transmitter.
Normally,
this will be set by the factory according to the type of sensor and
the material being measured. This number as readout on the
SFC should be visually checked by removing the plug.
Also,
Table 4-1 can be used to select the correct range position.

Vessel

Size

Vessel size refers to the volume or capacity of a vessel
corresponding to the maximum level point.
Vessel size is
typically expressed in terms of volume (PV2) e.g. gallons, liters,
barrels, cubic meters, etc.
Other options include weight of flow
(in open channel applications).

Vessel

Type

Vessel type refers to the shape and configuration of a vessel.
The vessel type parameter defines the level to volume (PV1 to
PV2) relationship e.g. preprogrammed, linear, or user-defined.
Selecting a vessel type, such as a horizontal cylindrical vessel
with flat, dished, or hemispherical ends, results in a level to
volume relationship preprogrammed into the SLT.
Select Vertical
Tank if a linear relationship of PV1 to PV2 is desired.
Select
User-Defined as the vessel type
when the vessel does not
conform to any of the standard vessel types.
The user then
configures up to 21 points in a separate configuration table to
describe the relationship of PV1 to PV2.
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[XXXX]

Indicates a key on the Smart Field Calibrator.
For example, [CONF] indicates the Configure
key.

{XXXXXX XXXX/XXXXXXX XXXX}

Indicates the reading on the 2 line by 16
character display. For example, {MAXIMUM
LEVEL\10.000 ft.}

XXXX

Indicates a series of letters of the alphabet.

NN.NNN

Indicates a numeric value

UUUU

Indicates one of the predefined units label. For
example, lbs.

Table 3-3 Configuration Conventions
(used in this Manual)

LEVEL

VOLUME

WEIGHT

inches

gal

lbs

feet

liters

tons

meters

ml

kg

cm

m3

t

mm

mGal
oil bbl
beer bbl

Table 3-4 Pre-configured Engineering Units
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3.5 Quick Configuration
(for the Experienced User)

Follow these steps for a quick configuration:
a) If not previously entered, enter vessel tag number.
b) In the {LEVEL CONFIG} PV1 section, enter or check
the following data:
{MAXIMUM LEVEL}
{ELEVATION}

level of a full vessel in
level units.
level above or below sea level if
required, otherwise enter 0.0.

SWITCH POSITION confirm by checking under
chassis plug
c) In the {VESSEL CONFIG} PV2 section, enter the
following data:
select {VOLUME, FLOW, or WEIGHT} for PV2.
select {VESSEL TYPE} e.g. Vertical, Horizontal,
Spherical, etc.
enter {VESSEL SIZE} in gallons, pounds, etc.
3.6 Configuring the SLT
(Detailed Procedure)

Follow these steps to configure the SLT:
a) Connect the Smart Field Transmitter as instructed in
paragraph 3.6.
b) Put the loop in manual and press the [ID] key.
c) Be sure the trips are secured and press ENTER.
d) After confirming the connection to the correct SLT
transmitter, press the [CONF] key to begin the
configuration process.
e) At the {LEVEL CONFIG?} prompt, press the
[ENTER(YES)] key and look for {SENSOR/CONTINUOUS LEVEL} prompt.
f) Press the [NEXT] key until the prompt reads {MAXIMUM LEVEL/NN. NNN UUU}.
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3.7 Calibration

Calibration is completed using {POINT LEVEL} Calibration and/or
{CAPACITANCE} Calibration. Point Level calibration uses the
actual known level in the vessel to calibrate the transmitter. Capacitance Calibration uses calculated or previously established
capacitance values to calibrate the transmitter. It is only necessary to enter two known points (that are more than 10% of span
apart) to establish the calibration. The two known points could be
two actual levels, two calculated capacitances, or one of each
type.

3.8 Quick Calibration
(for the Experienced
User)

a) Using the SFC, go to {POINT LEVEL CAL}.
b) Starting with the known level in inches, feet, meters, etc.,
enter that value in {POINT LEVEL CAL} after first deciding
whether the point will be a {LOW POINT} or a {HIGH
POINT}. If the next point will be higher, call the first point a
{LOW POINT} and vice versa.
c) Raise or lower the level to the second known point. Tell the
transmitter whether it is a HIGH or LOW point and enter that
value.
OR
a) Using the SFC, go to {CAPACITANCE CAL}.
b) Decide if point is {LOWER CAL LEVEL} or {UPPER CAL
LEVEL}. For example, if the next calibration level will be
higher, call the first point a {LOWER CAL LEVEL} and vice
versa. Enter the calibration value with a level in inches, feet,
meters, etc.
c) Enter the second point as the {LOWER CAL} point or {UP
PER CAL} point. Then enter the corresponding capacitance
value in pF.
It is permissible or sometimes even recommended that both
methods be used in order to establish a calibration standard. For
example, if the vessel was already filled before the calibration was
attempted and it is difficult or impossible to lower the level to
establish the second point, it would be best to use a calculated
zero or low point and actual level for the high point. While this
wouldnt be as accurate as two known points, it will be reasonably
accurate until an actual low point can be established.
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3.8.1 Calibrating Other
Instruments in the Loop

The SmartLevel Transmitter can be used as a constant
current source for calibrating other instruments in the
loop, such as recorders, controllers, etc.
Using the SFC hand-held device, you can tell the
transmitter to change its output to any value between 0
and 100% and maintain that output. This output can
then be used as a calibration input source to the other
instruments in the loop.
NOTE
When using the transmitter as a current source,
it no longer acts as a transmitter. Make sure to
clear the Output mode when finished with
calibration.
See page 38 of the STS103 Operating Guide in Appendix
1 for the applicable key sequences for displaying,
setting, and clearing the current output.
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3.9 Flow Diagrams

START
Is the
transmitter wired
and SFC connected?

NO
Install per section
3.6

YES
Put system in
manual
SYMBOLS
Is the transmitter
wired and SFC
connected?

ID

PUT LOOP IN MAN.

ID
ENTER

Put loop in manual
trips secured??
A

TAG No.
Trips Secured??
NO
TAG No.
SFC Working

DECISION
REQUIRED
PUSH THIS KEY
ON SFC
READING ON
SFC DISPLAY
REFER TO
NOTE

Enter tag ID
Use alpha/num
keys

Is tag ID entered
correctly?

YES
SLT

Tag No.
XXXXXXXX

Has SLT been Preconfigured or calibrated by factory
or someone else?

YES

Check readings
against actual
known level

CONF

GO TO LEVEL
CONF
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Notes:
A. If reading is correct, End.
If reading is incorrect check
configuration information and
do a point cal to enter the correct
value of level.
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LEVEL CONF
SLT CONFIG
LEVEL CONFIG?
ENTER
(YES)
SENSOR
CONTINUOUS LEVEL
NEXT

MAXIMUM LEVEL
XXXXXX (UNITS)

A

ENTER
(YES)
ELEVATION
XXXXXX (UNITS)

B

ENTER
(YES)
RANGE SWITCH
SW POSITION = X

C

ENTER
(YES)

Notes:
A. Should be set to read the maximum height
of the vessel. Edit the value using num keys.
B. Do not change this value unless the
bottom of the vessel is referenced to a
value other than zero. e.g., 1500' (above
sea level). This value is only used by
the TDC 3000.
C. Normally is set by the factory. The
value must agree with the number on
the dial under the plastic plug on the
transmitter faceplate.

LEVEL CONFIG
DOWNLOAD CHANGE?
ENTER
(YES)
SLT CONFIG
LEVEL CONFIG ?
ENTER
(YES)

GO TO
VESSEL
CONFIG
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VESSEL CONF
Notes:
A. Press[MENU / ITEM] or arrow keys to
change to FLOW or WEIGHT
measurements.
ENTER
(YES)
MEASUREMENT
VOLUME

A

ENTER
(YES)
VESSEL TYPE
VERTICAL TANK

C. Specify the full capacity of the
vessel in the proper units of PV2.
Edit the value using num keys

B

ENTER
(YES)
VESSEL SIZE
XXXXXXXX (UNITS)

B. Press [MENU / ITEM] or arrow keys to
change to one of the HORIZONTAL
vessels, SPHERICAL vessel or a
USER DEFINED vessel. Keep the
VERTICAL choice for all vessels
with a linear relationship between
the level and PV2. To choose or
WEIGHT press [ENTER / YES]
when it appears in display.
Then use the [MENU / ITEM] or arrow
keys to select the other choices.

C

ENTER
(YES)
VESSEL CONFIG
DOWNLOAD CHANGE?
ENTER
(YES)

GO TO POINT
OR CAP CAL
D
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D. Choose POINT LEVEL CAL if
using actual level to calibrate.
Choose CAPACITANCE CAL
if using calculated or previously
established capacitance values.
As any two known points are
required, it is acceptable to use
any combination of capacitance
and actual level values.
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CAPACITANCE
CAL

ENTER
(YES)
LOWER CAL LEVEL
XXXXX (UNITS)

A

NEXT
Notes:
LOWER CAL CAPAC
XXXXXX pF

A. Edit the level value to the level
corresponding to a known Capacitance
value to be entered in note B. If the
point to be entered is not a low point
then press [NEXT] to enter a
high level value.

B

B. Enter a Capacitance value by editing
the value showing on the display. This
value must correspond to the level
entered in note A.

NEXT

UPPER CAL LEVEL
XXXXXX (UNITS)

C. Edit the level value to the level
corresponding to a know Capacitance
value to be entered in note D. If the
point to be entered is not a high point
then press [PREV] twice to enter a
low level value.

C

NEXT

UPPER CAL CAPAC
XXXXXXX pF

D. Enter a Capacitance value by editing
the value showing on the display. This
value must correspond to the level
entered in note C.
E. Press [ENTER / (YES)] to save any
changes. If two calibration points have
been entered (one high and one low) of
either Point Level Cal or Capacitance
Cal, then calibration is complete.

D

NEXT

CAPACITANCE CAL
DOWNLOAD CHANGE?

E

ENTER
(YES)

END ?
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POINT LEVEL
CAL

POINT LEVEL CAL
LOW POINT ?

A

NEXT
Notes:
POINT LEVEL CAL
HIGH POINT ?

B

NEXT

POINT LEVEL CAL
REPEAT LIST ?

A. If the calibration point is a low
point, meaning if the next point
will be higher, then press [ENTER]
and edit the value to agree with
the actual level in the vessel.
If the next calibration point
will be higher then press
[NEXT] to do a high point.
B. It the calibration point is a
high point, meaning if the
next point will be lower
then press [ENTER] and
edit the value to agree with
the actual level in the vessel.

C

CLR
(NO)

SLT CONFIG
POINT LEVEL CAL

ENTER
(YES)

END ?
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C. Press [CLR / (NO)] if both
calibrations points are entered
or if you are going to finish the
calibration at a later time or are
going to add the second point
CAPACITANCE CAL.
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USER
TABLES
Notes:
A. Edit each point consecutively by
entering the feet and gallons to
define the vessel.

ENTER
(YES)
USER TABLE
SIZE = 21 POINTS
ENTER
(YES)
USER TABLE
EDIT POINT #1. . . #21

A

ENTER
(YES)
0.0000 FT.
0.0000 GAL.
ENTER
(YES)
USER TABLE
DOWNLOAD CHANGE?
ENTER
(YES)

GO TO
INIT DATA
RECOVERY
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3.10 Output Assignment

Using the {OUTPUT ASSIGN} menu, the 4-20 output can
be designated as PV1 or PV2. When the output is read
by the operator, the assigned PV will be displayed.
Refer to the configuration menus in paragraph 4.7 to
configure output assignment.

3.11 Accuracy Correction

To increase the accuracy of the output signal, match the
output of the SFC hand-held device to the output of a
loop meter:
a) set probe "in" to maximum level.
b) set Upper Range Value (URV) to 100%; use
{CAPACITANCE CAL} menu.
c) Press [CORRECT] and [ENTER]. The SFC
looks at the maximum input (from probe) and
associates it to 100%.
d) Press [CLR] until SFC displays that it is ready.
e) Press [OUTPUT].
f) Enter 100% using alphanumeric keys.
g) Look at loop meter, check if output is 100%.
h) Press [CORRECT] to adjust output.
i) Use arrow keys until meter reads 100%.

3.12 Reset to Default

The {INIT DATA RECOVERY} menu allows the user to
reset the entire configuration to the factory default
values.

3.13 User Tables

The Function Generator allows the user to set up a
strapping table that is different from the internal
strapping tables already programmed in the SLT
software. The user-specified table can be defined
specifically to display the output units proportional
to the shape of the vessel, e.g., accomodating a
heel value, an intrusion in the vessel, or any other
input-to output relationship that can be stated in a
table.
A user-defined strapping table consists of a maximum of
21 strapping points. Any number of points between 1
and 21 can be defined (5% increments if all 21 points are
used). These points do not need to be uniformly spaced.
The user can specify closely-spaced points in the areas
of the vessel where the shape is changing rapidly and
sparsely-spaced points where the vessel shape does not
change.
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The input for the stapping table are defined to correspond with the transmitter inputs (labeled in {LEVEL
CONFIG} menu). The output is proportioned as speci fied in the table and displayed with the same units label
as specified for the {OUTPUT ASSIGN} menu.
To edit the points in the user-defined table, go to the
{USER TABLES} menu, refer to the User Table flow
diagram in section 4.9.
3.14 Reading Input and Output The {INPUT LEVEL} menu in configurations displays the
capacitance value of the input. It is related only to the
SLT. Output can be read by pressing the [OUTPUT] key
on the hand-held SFC.
3.15 Status Messages

The SFC will display status messages when a configuration action takes place that affects or jeopardizes the
process. It also dispalys the result of internal transmitter
diagnostics. Press the [STAT] key to view the status of
PV1. There are two types of status messages:
Non-critical: over-range or under-range condition
exists, but does not affect the process variable. In other words, the
SLT is still able to measure Upper
Range Value (URV) and Lower
Range Value (LRV) and determine
the process variable.
Critical: the SLT cannot calculate the process
variable (output) because essential components of the equation, such as URV
and LRV are being disrupted.
A # sign is displayed when the unit is in critical or noncritical status.
Along with the status messages two read-only displays
are given. [SMART LEVEL] identifies the transmitter and
[PV2 VOLUME] identifies PV. Table 4-5 lists the status
messages and the appropriate operator action.
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Critical Status Message

Action

Probable Cause

INCREMENT SPAN

Turn Span switch
clockwise.

Capacitance value (C) is
too high.

DECREMENT SPAN

Turn Span switch
counter-clockwise.

Not enough change in
capacitance between
calibration points.

SPAN TOO NARROW Enter new calibration
The two calibration points
point further from the first are too close as a
point.
percent of URL.
SUSPECT INPUT

Check cable and probe
circuit.

Non-Critical Status
Message

Action

UNDER RANGE
OVER RANGE
CORRECTS RESET

OUTPUT MODE

Probe capacitance is
greater than 10% or
below 0%.
Probable Cause

1) Check calibration.
2) Check probe circuit.

Probe capacitance is 5 to
10% below 0%.

Check calibration.

Bad calibration points.

Enter new calibration
points.

1) Switch position
changed.
2
Entering "INITIATE Data
Recovery."
3)
Changing transmitters

Clear Output mode using Output mode was not
OUTPUT and CLEAR
cleared after using
keys. See section 4.8.1. transmitter as current
source.
Table 3-5
Status Messages
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3.16

Changing the
The burn-out jumper allows you to change the failure mode of the
Burn-out Jumper transmitter if it goes into a critical status state.
Setting
High Burn-out
Low Burn-out
drives output signal to 22 mA
drives output signal to 3.5 mA
SFC display indicates
SFC display indicates
F/SAFE UPSCALE
F/SAFE DOWNSCALE
The default jumper setting is high burn-out (F/SAFE UPSCALE).
During critical status, the transmitter drives the output signal to 22
mA by default.
To change the burn-out default setting:
1.

Change the transmitter jumper setting. Refer to Figure 3-3.

2.

Connect Honeywell SFC to working transmitter and use
the following procedure:
a.

Turn on SFC.

b.

The display shows PUT LOOP IN MAN

c.

Push

d.

Display reads TAG NO. TRIPS SECURED??

e.

Push

f.

Display indicates Tag No.

g.

Push

h.

Display indicates F/SAFE UPSCALE or F/SAFE DOWNSCALE

IDA

ENTER

(YES)

F/S Dir
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SLT Chassis
(cover removed)
12

11

10

P.C. Bd. LOCATIONS
9
8
7
6
5

4

3

2

1

Burn Out
Jumper

Jumper Change

µP

µP

Burn Out
"Down Scale"

Burn Out
"Up Scale"
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Figure 3-3
Burn-out Jumper Setting
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SECTION 4
SERVICE
4.1

Factory Service
Assistance

If you are experiencing difficulty with your Drexelbrook equipment
and attempts to locate the problem have failed:
 contact your local Drexelbrook representative,
 call the Service department toll-free at 1-800-527-6297
(in US and Canada) or 1-215-674-1234 (International),
 fax the following information to the Service department
at 1-215-674-5117.
To expedite assistance, please provide the following information:
Instrument Model Number ___________________________
Sensing Element Model Number and Length _____________
_______________________________________________
Coax Cable Length (remote systems) __________________
Original Purchase Order Number ______________________
Material being measured ____________________________
Temperature ______________________________________
Pressure ________________________________________
Agitation ________________________________________
Brief description of the problem _______________________
_______________________________________________
Checkout procedures that have failed __________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

4.2

Equipment
Return

In order to provide the best service, any equipment being returned
for repair or credit must be pre-approved by the factory.
In many applications, sensing elements are exposed to hazardous
materials.
 OSHA mandates that our employees be informed and
protected from hazardous chemicals.
 Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) listing the
hazardous materials that the sensing element has
been exposed to must accompany any repair.
 It is your responsibility to fully disclose all chemicals
and decontaminate the sensing element.
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4.2

Equipment
Return (cont.)

To obtain a return authorization (RA#), contact the
Service department at 1-800-527-6297 (US and Canada)
or 1-215-674-1234 (International). Please provide the following
information:
Model Number of Return Equipment ___________________
Serial Number ____________________________________
Original Purchase Order Number ______________________
Process Materials that equipment has been exposed
to ______________________________________________
MSDS sheets for any hazardous materials
Billing Address____________________________________
_______________________________________________
Shipping Address _________________________________
_______________________________________________
Purchase Order Number for Repairs ___________________
Please include a purchase order even if the repair is under
warranty. If repair is covered under warranty, you will not be
charged.
Ship equipment freight prepaid to:
DREXELBROOK ENGINEERING CO.
205 KEITH VALLEY ROAD
HORSHAM, PA 19044
COD shipments will not be accepted.

4.3

Field Service

Trained field service personnel are available on a time-plusexpense basis to assist in start-ups, diagnosing difficult application problems, or in-plant training of personnel. Preventative
Maintenance and Calibration Certification service contracts are
also available to maintain plant efficiency. Contact the Service
department for further information.

4.4

Customer
Training

Instrument Training Seminars for customers are conducted at the
factory. These sessions, guided by Drexelbrook engineers and
specialists, provide detailed information on all aspects of level
measurement, including theory and practice of instrument operation. Contact the Training Department for further information.
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APPENDIX 1
STS103 Operating
Guide

This appendix provides pages from the STS103 Operating
Guide, reprinted with permission from Honeywell Inc. Use
these pages for reference when operating the Smart Field
Communicator.

Appendix 2 - PM / APM SLT Integration
A.1 Overview

Purpose of this
Appendix

This appendix provides an introduction to PM/APM Smart Level
Transmitter (SLT) Integration as a supplement to information in the PM/APM
Smartline Transmitter Integration Manual.

Reader
Assumptions

♦

You have a copy of PM/APM Smartline Transmitter Integration
Manual on hand.

♦

You are familiar with TDC 3000X system components and have a
TDC 3000X bookset on hand.
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A.2 Description
Definition

SLT Integration is a term used to describe the coupling of an SLT
Smart Level Transmitter to a TDC 3000X Process Manager (PM) or
Advanced Process Manager (APM) through a digital communication
link.
This integration lets operators access SLT operation and configuration
data through Universal StationX (UXS) displays as well as the
Smart Field Communicator (SFC).

Communications
Link

The PM/APM SLT integration communications link consists of the
standard two wire output used for 4 to 20 milliampere transmission in
common analog measurement operations. It is transformed into the path for
digital data exchange when the SLT transmitter is configured for DE mode
operation. In the DE mode, the transmitter continuously broadcasts data in a
4-byte or 6-byte format as defined through configuration. The 6-byte format is
the preferred one for SLT communications. See Section 3.2 in the PM/APM
Smartline Transmitter Integration Manual for DE format details.
Each link connects an SLT through a Field Termination Assembly (FTA) to a
Smart MV Transmitter Interface (STI) Input/Output Processor (IOP) in a
Process Manager or an Advanced Process Manager. Each STI IOP handles up
to 16 inputs (or points) from Smartline transmitters operating in the DE mode.
Note that the STI IOP is also referred to as the Smart Transmitter Interface
Module (STIM).

PM/APM SLT
Integration
Compatibility

The PM/APM SLT Integration is compatible with TDC 3000X control
systems that have software release R230 or above and are equipped
with the multivariable transmitter versions of the STIM model number MUPSTX03.

Continued on next page
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A.2 Description, continued
Diagram: typical
integration
hierarchy

Figure A-1 shows a typical PM/APM SLT integration hierarchy PM/APM
SLT integration hierarchy with wall-mounted SLT transmitter connected to the
system through an STI FTA, and a multivariable STI IOP in the PM/APM

Figure A-1. Typical PM/APM SLT Integration Hierarchy
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A.3 Data Exchange Functions
Introduction

The exchange of data over the bi-directional data path between the SLT transmitter and the PM/APM is based on imaging SLT data through the use of
STIM point parameters in the STI IOP for each transmitter PV.
This is done by mapping parameters from the transmitter to the IOP, and from
the IOP to the transmitter as shown in Figure A-2.
While the mapped parameters are predefined in the IOP firmware, the actual
data exchange functions will depend on entries made during STI IOP point
building and transmitter PV selections made while configuring the transmitter
database through the Smart Field Communicator (SFC).
This section discusses various functions that affect how the data is exchanged.
Most of this information is for reference only, but some will be helpful when
making point building decisions. Refer to section 6 in the PM/APM Smartline
Transmitter Integration Manual for details about STI IOP point building.

Figure A-2. Mapped Parameters are Basis for Data Exchange

Continued on next page
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A.3 Data Exchange Functions, continued
16 Points per
STI IOP

The STI IOP contains sixteen STIM points Data exchange functions which are
read/write accessible from the PMM and upper network components as shown
in Figure A-3. Figure A-3 shows four SLT transmitters with two PVs each
connected to IOP points 1, 3, 5, and 7 respectively.
You can mix single PV transmitters with multivariable transmitters within the
given one to eight or nine to sixteen IOP boundary, but all PVs for a multivariable transmitter must be allotted to consecutive slots within a given IOP
boundary. While a multivariable transmitter is physically connected to only one
slot, the adjacent slots are allocated for the other PVs and they cannot cross
over or wrap around the IOP boundaries.
Note that points include the usual IOP PV processing parameters such as alarm
limits, alarm hysteresis, PV clamping, and engineering unit conversion.

Figure A-3. Sixteen STIM Points per STI IOP

Continued on next page
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A.3 Data Exchange Functions, continued
Two points per
transmitter

To accommodate all the PVs that can be associated with a given SLT
transmitter, you must build an STIM point for each PV up to a maximum of
two points (PVs) per SLT transmitter. Each point built must have the same
name assigned for the STITAG parameter and be assigned to contiguous slots.
The IOP will calculate the number of PVs based on the number of identical
contiguous STITAG parameters and allocate the appropriate number of logical
slots in addition to the master slot.
The master slot represents the slot to which the transmitter is physically connected and is identified as PV number 1. It is the lowest-numbered slot in a
group of contiguous slots with identical STITAG names. The PV numbers are
assigned consecutively for the associated logical slots as 1 and 2. As shown in
Figure A-4, a transmitter configured for 2 PVs and connected to the terminal
for slot 3 on the IOP will have PV numbers 1 and 2 assigned for PVs associated with physical (master) and logical slots 3 and 4, respectively.
Since the master slot as well as all associated logical slots are built as separate
AI points, each slot/PV has its own configuration parameters and functions like
a separate transmitter database. This means you can modify individual parameters for a given PV independent of other PVs. However, changes in common
parameters like STITAG will also affect the other PVs.

Figure A-4. STIM Point for Each Transmitter Input
Continued on next page
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A.3 Data Exchange Functions, continued
About number
of PVs

The SLT transmitter supports two PVs. When PV1 is turned ON, PV2 can be
turned ON or OFF.

About database
broadcast

Table A-1 lists the maximum database size and transmission time for the
SLT. The actual time may be less, if less options are configured. See Section 3
in the PM/APM Smartline Transmitter Integration Manual for other DE
protocol data. Remember that transmitters only broadcast bytes of their
database in the DE 6-byte format. Note that the absolute maximum time for
any smartline transmitter to broadcast its database is 94 seconds.
Transmitter Type
SLT

About BAD
database
protection

Database (Bytes)
108

Time (Seconds)
40

For SLT transmitters, it is possible to get an undetected database
mismatch for PV1 and PV2 configuration parameters that are not mapped to
the IOP. This means the potential exists for the control loop to use a bad
database that will not be flagged by a bad PV signal.
In the case of PV1, the mode of operation parameter is configured through the
SFC and is not mapped to the IOP. Thus, it would be possible to replace a
transmitter without causing a bad PV indication but resulting in different PV1
data.
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A.4 Installation
Mounting
assumptions

We assume that you have physically mounted the integration components in
accordance with appropriate instructions in this manual and the TDC 3000X
bookset.
Before you make any wiring connections, be sure the transmitter’s DECONF
parameter is set for PV1 ON only or the transmitter is in the analog mode of
operation. Otherwise, multiple PVs could conflict with other slots causing
contention problems and bad PV indications.

PM/APM SLT
integration
connection rule

If the SLT transmitter will provide multiple inputs (PVs), the FTA screw
terminals used for the transmitter’s DE output connection identify the
physical (or master) slot for the transmitter’s PVs. In this case, be sure:
♦

No other smartline transmitters are connected to consecutive FTA
screw terminals that are allotted as logical slots for the transmitter’s
other PVs.

♦

Consecutive logical slots allotted for the transmitter’s other PVs do not
cross over IOP boundaries from 8 to 9 or wrap around an IOP boundary from 8 to 1 or 16 to 9.

♦

Do not connect transmitters to FTA terminals unless you have verified
ahead of time that the SLT is in analog mode or is broadcasting only 1
PV to ensure conflicts do not exist with adjacent connections.

Continued on next page
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A.4 Installation

Connection Rule,
continued

Figure A-5 shows an example of connection rule violations that include
connecting a single-variable transmitter to an allocated logical slot and a
multivariable transmitter to a slot that causes a logical slot to wrap around the
IOP boundary. Note that the FTA shown in Figure A-5 is a non-redundant
type and the connection designations, styles, and locations will vary for redundant type FTAs. See section 5 in the PM/APM Smartline Transmitter Integration Manual for typical redudndant FTA connection details.

Figure A-5. Connection Rule Violations
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A.5 Configuration
About
configuration

You can configure all of the SLT parameters by using the SFC as outlined in
this manual. You can also configure most of the base SLT parameters through
displays at the Universal Station, but auxiliary functions such as tank strapping
are only configurable through the SFC.
However, to set up the TDC 3000 system for integration operation, you must
build points for each transmitter PV at the Universal StationX.

Getting started

We recommend that you use the SFC to completely configure the SLT first to
set the SLT transmitter in DE mode with the DECONF parameter set for PV1
ON only and 6-Byte format. This assures that you configure any applicable
auxiliary functions and define the transmitter as a single PV one for initial IOP
point building to minimize the change of any slot conflicts and possible interruption of valid data.

Building points

The general procedure for building STI IOP points is covered in Section 6 of
the PM/APM Smartline Transmitter Integration Manual. Use this procedure
to build and load an Analog Input point for each SLT transmitter PV. Supplement the Parameter Entry Display (PED) selection information with the SLT
specific data in this section.

We assume that:
♦

You know how to interact with the TDC 3000X system using the
Universal StationX touch screens and keyboard. If you do not know,
refer to the Process Operations Manual for details.

♦

You are familiar with the “point” building concept for the PM/APM
and the UCN and LCN networking schemes. If you are not familiar,
refer to the Data Entry Builder Manual for information.

Point building rules ♦

Enter identical unique STITAG name for each PV from a given SLT
transmitter up to a maximum of 2.

♦

Select SFM as the SENSRTYP parameter for a SLT transmitter. Note
that SFM is automatically selected if you initiate a transmitter database
upload.
Continued on next page
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A.5 Configuration, continued
PED entries

Each PED parameter is defined in Appendix A of the PM/APM Smartline
Transmitter Integration Manual. While most entries are generic for all
smartline transmitters, some entries require additional transmitter specific data
for reference. Review the following paragraphs for SLT specific data to
supplement the given parameter definition. The parameters are presented in
the order in which they are encountered in the PED pages.

EUDESC
parameter

We recommend that you enter the base engineering unit description that the
SLT transmitter uses for the given PV as listed in Table A-2.
IF Process Variable Number is...
PV1
PV2

THEN base engineering unit is...
feet for level
lbs for weight
gallons for volume

STITAG
parameter

Besides serving as a transmitter identification name, the IOP uses the number
of identical STITAG names to calculate the number of PVs associated with a
given transmitter. An STITAG name must be entered for all multivariable
transmitters. A blank or null STITAG entry identifies a single PV transmitter.

SENSRTYP
parameter

The default sensor type for all SLT transmitter PVs is SFM.

PVCHAR

The default PV characterization for all SLT transmitter PVs is LINEAR.

parameter

STI_EU
parameter

Unlike single PV transmitters, you cannot select the engineering unit to be
used for displaying the URL, LRL, URV, and LRV values on the detail display
for multivariable SLT transmitters. The IOP suspends the EU conversion
function for multivariable transmitters which can have a mixture of PVs as
those listed in Table A-2 for SLT transmitters. You must select either blank
(on releases greater than R400) or CM-HR vs the STI-EU parameter, but

Continued on next page
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A.5 Configuration, continued
STI EU
parameter
continued

recognize the CM-HR does not infer anything about the PV. The units
displayed for URL, LRL, URV, LRV are in the base units of the transmitter
which are feet for PV1 and gallons or pounds for PV2 for each mode depending on whether volume or weight is selected.
We recommend that you pick either blank or CM-HR.
The actual engineering unit values available in a system will depend upon the
LCN software release. See Section 10 in the PM/APM Smartline Transmitter
Integration Manual for release dependent EU details.

DE_CONF
parameter

While the DECONF selections are the same for all transmitters, the
corresponding SFC DECONF selections may differ for a given PV number.

URL parameter

If you leave the URL parameter blank, you can upload the transmitter database
through the detail display commands to resolve the resulting database mismatch error. The URL is always part of the transmitter’s database.

Damping

The damping value is a real number within the range shown in Table A-3 for a
given SLT transmitter PV. Remember that not all SLT transmitters are
equipped to broadcast PV2.
IF Process Variable Number is...
PV1
PV2

Then Damping Range is...
0-30 seconds
0-30 seconds

*PV2’s is really PV1’s damping values. Maximum may be entered, but they
have no effect.
The IOP may temporarily convert the entered damping value to a standard
damping enumeration until it accesses the transmitter’s database.

After point is built

3/94

Once you complete the point build for PV1, you can start building the point for
the next PV or go to the Detail display for the point you just built and either
upload the transmitter’s database to the IOP or download the IOP’s transmitter
database to the transmitter. See Section A.6 in this manual and Section 7 in
the PM/APM Smartline Transmitter Integration Manual for operation data
using the Universal Station X.
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A.6 Operation Notes

Generic operations Most operator actions initiated through Detail displays at the Universal
StationX are generic for all smartline transmitters. Refer to Section 7 in the
PM/APM Smartline Transmitter Integration Manual for details about these
generic operations.
This section outlines some differences in operations that are unique to the
multivariable STI IOP and the SLT in particular.

Detail display
difference

Page 2 of the Detail display for a multivariable STIM point includes an
additional field in the lower right hand corner for PV Number and Number of
PVs identification. This lets you quickly identify what PV number you are
viewing and how many PVs are associated with this given SLT transmitter.

DECONF changes

A change in the DECONF parameter such as turning PV1, or 2 ON, which is
equivalent to building a point for the given transmitter PV, can only be downloaded from the Detail display for PV number 1. If you try to download a
DECONF change from the Detail display for PV Number 2, you will get an
error message.
The STI IOP compares the DECONF parameter for all slots with the transmitter database. You must set the DECONF parameter of each subsequent slot to
agree with the base slot setting. If they do not agree, a database mismatch
results.
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If PED Entr y for
DECONF PV1
is...

Comparable SFC
Entr y for PV1 is...

PED Entr y for
DECONF PV2
must be...

Comparable SFC
Entr y for PV2 is...

PV

P V 1 O N a n d w /o
DB (4 byte)

PV

P V x O N a n d w /o
DB (4 byte)

PV_SV

P V 1 O N W /S V
a n d w /o D B ( 4
byte)

PV

P V x O N a n d w /o
DB (4 byte)

PV_DB

PV1 O N and
W/DB (6 byte)

PV_DB

PV1 O N and
W/DB (6 byte)

PV_SV_DB

P V 1 O N W /S V
a n d W \D B ( 6
byte)

PV_DB

PVx O N and
W/DB (6 byte)
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